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ABSTRACT 

The critical load required for a rigid, flat punch to cause 

failure of a material obeying the linear Coulomb-Mohr yield criterion 

in plane strain is bracketed by upper and lower bound values determined 

by plastic limit analysis. These values are a function of the cohesion 

and angle of internal friction of the material, the inclination of the 

free surface from the horizontal loaded surface, and the placement 

or "indexing" distance of the load from the free surface. 

Theoretical failure paths indicating possible volume removal of 

the material under critical loading by the flat punch are postulated 

and compared with actual failure paths observed in damp sand model 

experiments at atmospheric conditions. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

(X Angle of free surface inclination for indexing 
distance I = W/2 

Angle of free surface inclination for indexing 
distance Iw/2 

Angle of internal friction 

Angle between minimum principal stress direction and 
1st failure line 

Angle between maximum principal stress direction and 
1st failure line 

10' Angle between positive x axis and 1st failure line 

CD Angle between normal to stress surface and x axis 

© 

A 
* 

r 

<?C a 

c p 

Angle of transition between constant state stress 
fields 

Proportionality constant for flow rule 

Maximum shear strain rate (engineering) 

Strains 

Strain rates 

Stresses 

Normal and shear component on a failure surface 

Compressive yield strength of material at atmospheric 
pressure 

Compressive yield strength of material at confining 
pressure 

Cohesion of material at zero normal stress 

iv 



Dv 

F 

Fu 

Fu 

FU/C\N L 

I 

Ic 

L 

Pc 

RCL, Pb 
s 
Viy£u*6V 

S\l 
W 

v,, Yz 

Energy dissipation per unit area 

Energy dissipation per unit volume 

Generalized force 

Critical force 

Lower bound force 

Dimensionless lower bound 

Upper bound force 

Dimensionless upper bound 

Index distance 

Critical index distance 

Length of flat punch 

Confining pressure 

Radius of Mohr circle for stress states (a) and (b) 

Distance along slip path 

Velocity component along slip path 

Velocity component normal to slip path 

Width of flat punch 

Velocity along 1st and 2nd failure lines 

v 



I. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of the phenomenon of rock failure and its effect on 

the process of drilling into the earth's crust is of fundamental 

1 
importance in efforts to scientifically evaluate drilling technology. 

One of the fundamental requirements of such an analysis is the 

development of theoretical equations that relate the critical load 

required to cause failure of the rock, under drilling conditions, to 

the geometry of the loading device and the surface being drilled. 

Another requirement is the prediction of the volume of material that 

might be dislodged for a particular critical loading. Since these 

requirements involve many uncontrollable as well as unknown parameters, 

certain simplifying assumptions must be made as to the geometry of the 

loading device, the surface being drilled, and the governing constitutive 

equations of the material. 

The results from triaxial tests conducted on rocks indicate 

that their strength and ductility increase when they are subjected to 

2,3 
a confining pressure in excess of their pore pressure. This 

behavior can be represented by a failure criterion according to the 

concepts of generalized plasticity theory. The Coulomb-Mohr failure 

criterion (linear Mohr envelope) is the most elementary failure 

criterion that describes the essential aspects of the problem of ductile 

4 567 
rock failure. This failure criterion has also been used by Shield ’ ’ 

in the determination of critical loads for cohesive soils where plastic 

deformation is demonstrated at atmospheric pressures. 
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Statement of the Problem and Method of Analysis 

In the present work the general mathematical theory of plastic limit 

g 
analysis as formulated by Drucker, Prager, and Greenberg is applied to 

a plane strain problem of critical loading of a ductile rock medium by 

a flat punch loading device. The generalized description of the physical 

problem is illustrated in Figure 1. In the analysis "critical loading" 

will refer to that load at which permanent deformation begins to increase 

considerably faster than any elastic deformation. This qualification 

amounts to the assumption of a rigid; perfectly plastic material. The 

critical loads are bracketed by upper and lower bound values which are 

established from the theorems of plastic limit analysis and are exact 

in the special case where the upper and lower bound values coincide. 

Possible volume removal of the material by the punch loading is 

also of interest and will be indicated by the slip paths or velocity 

discontinuities associated with the upper bound load analysis. 

Qualitative evaluation of these theoretical slip paths is obtained by 

comparison with photographs taken of sand model experiments. 

The most significant aspect of the present analysis is that it 

accounts for the variation of the critical load as a function of the 

geometry effects of the unloaded surface of the medium and the variable 

yield strength of a Coulomb material with mean stress as well as the 

effect of the placement or "indexing" of the loading device with respect 

to the unloaded surface. Such an analytical study has been done by 

9 
Cheatham for a rigid-plastic material which obeys Tresca's failure 

criterion in plane strain. Experimental work evaluating indexing, has 

10 
been performed by Gnirk on various types of rocks. The present 

analytical study provides an extension of the previous analytical work 

to consideration of a Coulomb material 
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II. LOWER BOUND ANALYSIS 

General Concepts 

O 

The theorems of limit analysis, provide an analytical approach 

for the determination of the maximum load carrying capacity of a plastic 

medium. These theorems are postulated on the basis of statically 

admissible stress fields and kinematically admissible velocity fields 

in the medium. 

The lower bound theorem is postulated on the basis of a statically 

admissible stress field which is defined by the following requirements: 

(1) The equilibrium equations, — Q > 

are satisfied continuously throughout the medium 

or piece-wise across a finite number of lines of 

stress discontinuity. 

(2) The yield condition, f (<%:/) — O , is not 

violated anywhere in the medium. 

(3) The boundary conditions, = 7")' > are 
9 

satisfied on all surfaces of the medium. 

A stress field satisfying the above conditions provides a lower bound 

for the actual critical load F^R required to cause failure of the 

medium. The lower bound theorem of limit analysis may be stated as 

11 
follows? 
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"In a rigid, perfectly plastic continuum, plastic flow 

cannot occur under loads for which a stable, statically 

admissible stress field can be found." 

The term "stable stress field" applies when f(0?/)<O- 
Restricting the analysis to one of plane strain and neglecting the 

body forces F\‘ , since relatively shallow depths render them 

insignificant when compared to the forces required to cause failure of 

the medium, the equilibrium equations (l) can be written as 

With the further stipulation that these equations are based on the 

undeformed rather than the deformed material, accompanying changes 

in the geometry of the medium can be disregarded. 

Simplified Problem 

The physical plane and the stress plane are shown in Figure 2 

for a two-dimensional semi-infinite surface (pL-0The stress plane 

identifies the state of stress for the stress zones (a) and (b) by 

means of Mohr’s circles-.'* 

The limiting envelope of the Mohr's circles in Figure 2-B is 

tangent to the circles at a state of normal and shear stress (ZH , 

which represents a condition of plastic yielding, according to Coulomb's 

law, jl^J — C. - TAvNi Cj) > where compression is taken as 

negative. The radius of a particular Mohr circle which has the 

magnitude of 

<3y = o 

|R| = ] IN<|> + c COS Cj) (ii-D 

establishes the yield condition'* for a Coulomb material of 

0 • 



PHYSICAL PLANE 

(A) 

(B) 

DISCONTINUOUS STRESS FIELD 

FIG. 2 
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The condition of ~f(7/j) 7 O has no meaning for the rigid-plastic 

material being considered, and /(C^yJ= O represents a state of plastic 

yielding. 

Rewriting the conditions for a statically admissible stress field 

for a particular material and loading, as indicated in Figure 2, we have, 

I 'T' 3(7 . — O * B 

dK dy 3 ax ©a = o 

{&■}) - |R| sw 4> - c cos. $1=0 (n-2) 

Cos CO + ?SIKI 00 =T^x 9 SIM to 4^ CoS CO 
where CO is the angle between the normal to the stress surface in 

question and the % axis, as illustrated in Figure 3-A. 

Now considering the zones (a) and (b) in Figure 2, separated by the 

imaginary lines OA and 0’A‘, a statically admissible stress field is seen 

to exist with one line of stress discontinuity, OA. 

In the constant stress zone (a), equations (II-2) are satisfied 

for a principal stress state Cj Of A = <%n, ** O ' 

where is the compressive yield strength of the material, expressed 

in the form (7c ~ &0S (h . 

i- SlM <J) 
In proceeding to the constant stress zone (b), equilibrium must be 

satisfied across the line of stress discontinuity OA (see Figure 3-B); 

also £%]({<) fa $ 7)i y'Pfo are continuous and and (7^ are 

discontinuous, from inspection of Figure 2-A. 

In zone (b), Figure 2-A, s 0^1C{ = Oja <Oc and 

^ /j\ 
‘0.= 1 b = l*vj =■ O 

The yield condition in zone (b) becomes 

^(^Oty + Ts. = <J> -I- C COS(p 

or 02-01- 
Z. ~~ 

» -rcE. 4 C COS(|) 



EXTERIOR BOUNDARY SURFACE 

(A) 

(B) 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR EXTERIOR 

SURFACES AND SURFACES OF STRESS 

DISCONTINUITY 

FIG. 3 
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Rearranging this equation, one obtains 

0 = 2p (\ - siMcjf) + c cos dp 
Therefore, to satisfy equilibrium in zone (b), 

<3$ -s <32 -&?(l-+ ~ 2 C COS(1) = - Ac cps.<t) 
U-siKicj)) l-s\to (i) 0 -s\u$r 

and to satisfy the surface boundary conditions over zone (b), 

C3>C CoS 'T TT/j. - tT^x — O 

^ Vk -v T cos vfe = 

Thus, a lower bound for the critical load based on the simplified 

statically admissible stress field assumed is found to be 

Fl= CfwW - COS(|) (IX-3) 
(| - *s\tOCl)^ 

for a given punch width W and unit length. 

It is. possible to improve this lower bound solution by an additional 

stress discontinuity. Shield1 treats this special case of the semi¬ 

infinite plane by the use of two lines of stress discontinuity (see 

Figure 3-C) and obtains an improved lower bound that is given by 

FL = cs^l 4 + SlMC^+SW'Cf) +(l +swc^|4*v S\K? 

■+• 2C\w TAM (II-4) 



STRESS DISCONTINUITY SURFACES FOR 

THE SPECIAL CASE OF A SEMI - INFINITE 
MEDIUM WITH BUILT-UP STATICALLY 

ADMISSIBLE STRESS FIELD 

(AFTER SHIELD)7 

FIG. 3C 



Free Surface Geometry Effects 

An analysis of the generalized problem of Figure 1 accounts for the 

interaction of the free surface inclination with respect to the loaded 

surface for various index distances. This analysis is based on the 

generalized location of a line of stress discontinuity that is derived 

17 
from the relationship between the poles of the Mohr's circles and the 

necessary conditions for equilibrium across a line of stress discontinuity 

(see Appendix A). The location of the stress discontinuity surface is 

apparent in the simplified problem of the semi-infinite plane illustrated 

in Figure 2. In this example there is no shear stress on the surface 

of the assumed stress discontinuity; therefore, the poles of both stress 

states (a) and (b) lie on a common point on the 0~ axis in order to 

satisfy equilibrium. The vertical discontinuity OA satisfies this 

requirement. 

The general solution for > O j 1= ^ is derived from the 

generalized location of the stress discontinuity and is given by 

equation (4-B), Appendix B as 

This solution results from satisfying the yield condition, equilibrium 

equations, and boundary conditions throughout the loaded zone for a 

state of stress that does not violate these requirements on the free 

— Z RCL SIM X (II-5) 

The resulting excess load on the punch is then determined by 

In the limiting case as <X"*“ O the general solution (II-6) becomes 
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equivalent to that given by equation (II-3). 

Equation (II-5) niay be written in terms of the compressive strength 

of the material, since the compressive strength of a Coulomb material 

is dependent upon the confining pressure. The yield condition is then 

written as C£p pc p •+ SIN d? \ 

M - S\M I 
where the principal stress is specified as the confining pressure 

Pc or, 2R^=Ctp-Pc= (Zct+Pci ' \ - Pc . 
r \ l -SIN (p 1 

The expression for the strength of the material at a particular 

confining pressure Pc is then given by 

2Po.-^a +Pc ( 2 SlN ^ 
V \~S\N <p / 

where is compressive yield strength at atmospheric conditions. 

Equation (II-6) may now be written as 

Cos Vi 
5m '/£ CK-ARC (S\N cpswK)] 

(11-7) 

Leaving the solution in the form of (ll-7)j however, makes it difficult 

to plot relative values since the discussion immediately becomes 

involved with specific materials and confining pressures. It serves 

the discussion well to leave the solution in the form (II-6). This 

allows calculated values to be plotted as a function of the cohesive 

strength C and the angle of internal friction <j) . To convert the 

calculations to specific materials at various confining pressures, C 

can be replaced by Cp in equation (II-6) where 

CB = <77? (l- *>!».& 
P r \ -2_Coslpl 

and CCp is the compressive strength of a material at a specific 

confining pressure ddtferrained.by-triaxial t.ests. ';Values-6f• 
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(II-6) are plotted as a dimensionless lower bound load fX in 

i A O O O * 
Figure 4 for (J) = 0 , 20 , and 30 , where L is the length of the 

punch of width W, and C is the cohesion or shear strength of material 

at zero normal stress. 

Combined Effects of Indexing and Free Surface Geometry 

The extension of the analysis to evaluate the effect of placing 

the punch at some distance I > ^ from an existing slope, leads 

„10,l6 
to another important consideration known as indexing. This 

consideration further generalizes the problem as illustrated in 

Figure 1 where • ®ie physical plane for I> ^ is illustrated 
2, 

in Figure 5-A where the free surface inclination from the loaded plane 

is now identified by the angle 1 . It is assumed that there is some 

pseudo-surface shown by dashed line OE that is stress free* therefore, 

any strength added by the material in the section OGE to the basic 

material cross section certainly does not reduce the lower bound 

solution previously obtained in equation (4-B), Appendix B. Also, the 

assumed boundary conditions of Appendix B are preserved. These 

assumptions allow the problem to be solved for any indexing distance if 

the direction of OE is known and subsequently the value of Q( , since 

the problem is then reduced to the basic problem of X= * However, 

the direction of OE cannot', be determined without knowing the distance 

ME. The distance ME is not arbitrary, but depends on two lines of 

stress discontinuity OA and AE that satisfy the yield condition, 

equilibrium equations, and boundary conditions for the constant state 

stress zones designated as (a), (b), (b1) and shown in relative 

magnitude in the stress plane Figure 5-B. The orientation of the lines 
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FOR TRAPEZOID SOLUTION 
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of discontinuity follows from the same procedure as described in 

Appendix A. Shield-* and others describe this discontinuous stress 

field as that resulting from a plastic state of stress in a trapezoid, 

which can be seen to be the case in Figure 5-A where the center line 

and the surfaces CO, OE, and ME make up half of an inscribed trapezoid. 

The trapezoid distances ME and CM relate to various combinations 

of index distance I and actual free surface inclination Oi* for a 

particular imaginary free surface inclination . Therefore, the 

locus generated by the point E describes any number of inscribable 

trapezoids that have a load-carrying capacity that increases with 

decreasing cX. according to equation (II-6) and its plot, Figure k. 

The plot of the locus of point E is given in Figure 5-C for values of 

/h O O O 
4> = 0 , 20 , and 30 , the coordinates of which are determined by the 

angle cX. and the distance 

OE -=■ )ti SINi(s\H 0 # (see Appendix C) 

^ - ASC Stvl ($\ vl § ShviX)^ 

The coordinates along any particular curve for (jj) are also assigned 

the corresponding value for ELjoN L or the dimensionless lower bound 

load applicable for each inscribable trapezoid. The solution for any 
/ 

indexing distance I and free surface inclination 0\ £ E , or.arbitrary 

surface, as indicated in Figure 5-D, can be read directly from Figure 5-C. 

The results from this semi-graphical approach are plotted in Figures 

6-A, 6-B, and 6-C for({) = 0°, 20°, and 30°. 

The lower bound solution for any index distance I and free surface 

inclination of 0( ^ ^ is accomplished by the method indicated in 

Figure 5-E. The lower bound load for the point E is taken from 
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FIG. 5E 
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Figure 5-C but is modified to account for the reduced strength of the 

material under the base of the trapezoid. It is seen in Figure 5-D that 

the maximum possible statically admissible stress for the stress 

zone under the trapezoid is equal to the compressive strength of the 

material (TQ when IX . Examination of the similar zone in 

Figure 5-E, however, reveals that the maximum possible statically 

admissible supporting stress state can be no greater than Oy\ ~ /vJl_ 

found from the general discontinuous solution (II-6) and its plot, 

Figure 4, at values of cK > H . Therefore, the lower bound load 

obtained directly from the general plot of the trapezoid solution, . 

Figure 5-must be reduced by the ratio. ^31 for values of y H. 
at a 

These reduced values are plotted in Figures 6-A, B, and C to complete 

the indexed, lower bound analysis for 0(J varying from 0 to l80°, with 

values of (|$> =0°, 20°, and 30°• The unreduced values of the lower 

bound are shown in dashed lines and apply if there is a restriction such 

as indicated in Figure 5-E *>y surfaces A or B. It is seen here that a 

surface of type A or B amounts to the same type of arbitrary surface 

as indicated by 1 and 2 in Figure 5-D where neither the base or the 

side of the trapezoid is intersected by the free surface. 
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III. UPPER BOUND ANALYSIS 

General Concepts 

The determination of an upper bound for the collapse load for a 

material can be found through the use of the upper bound theorem of 

plastic limit analysis. 

The upper bound theorem is postulated on the basis of a kinematically 

admissible velocity field being assured in the locally plastic zone of 

influence caused by .the load. This type of velocity field is defined 

by the following requirements: 

(l) Continuity of velocity components in the field 

is maintained so that the strain rate tensor 

may be defined as 

From the theory of plastic potential, the 

components of the plastic strain rate tensor 

are obtained from the yield condition 

O at the initial state of plastic 

yielding and remain in the same ratio for a 

particular particle as when elastic but 

increase during plastic deformation by some 

arbitrary factor . Therefore, the dilata¬ 

tion of the strain rates and "flow rule" 

replace the familiar compatibility relation¬ 

ships required in an elastic material and 

must not be violated (see Appendix D). 



(2) The velocity boundary conditions are satisfied 

on the .boundaries of guch<"a field. 
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(a) The stress distribution is defined 

only where the strain rates are 

non-zero. 

(b) The stress distribution in the 

plastic zone need not generally 

be in equilibrium with the rigid 

zone. 

(3) The work done by the boundary loads, over some 
arbitrary time increment, is equal to or greater 

than the rate of internal dissipation of the 

energy associated with plastic deformation 

as described in Figure 7» 

Fv=^(X^+Yv3)dS 2 CCos<|)/pck 

(in-D 

where: C COS^F jf, = cC0<<pj^i„ =Dv 

aed: = Dfc, 

The expression [)y is the dissipation per unit volume associated 

with legitimate deformations or those that take place in that portion 

of the plastic zone not subjected to velocity discontinuities and is 

calculated from the maximum shear rate . The expression 

is the dissipation per unit area associated with that portion of a 

plastic zone undergoing a change to a rigid zone over some finite 

velocity discontinuity. The upper bound theorem of limit analysis 

11 
may be stated as follows: 



GENERALIZED KINEMATICALLY ADMISSIBLE 
VELOCITY FIELD 

FIG. 7 
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"In a rigid, perfectly plastic continuum, plastic flow 

must occur under loads for which an unstable, 

kinematically admissible velocity field can be found." 

The term "unstable velocity field" applies when the rate of work done 

by the boundary loads exceeds the rate of dissipation of energy 

associated with plastic flow. 

In the previous lower bound analysis, the largest permissible 

static state of stress distribution was based on the concept of lines 

of stress discontinuity separating two or more constant state stress 

fields of different magnitudes and principal directions. This stress 

discontinuity concept allowed the yield condition, equilibrium equations, 

and boundary conditions to be satisfied on a zone by zone basis such 

that a mode of collapse was kinematically impossible. 

The discussion of the upper bound solution, however, for 0( "E 

is based on stress fields that are continuous functions of the 

coordinate system. This assures continuous velocity fields that can be 

associated with a kinematically admissible mode of collapse. The 

dissipation of energy in the material resulting from such a mode of 

collapse can then be calculated. The velocity field which prescribes a 

mode of collapse need not be related to the actual stress distribution 

on a cause and effect basis as long as the velocity boundary conditions 

are satisfied on the boundaries. Certain velocity discontinuities in 

continuous stress fields are permissible where a relative movement 

between rigid and plastic regions must exist. These discontinuities 

are permissible along the failure lines which satisfy the stress 

6,12 
boundary conditions. The dissipation of energy associated with 

velocity discontinuities is derived from the limiting values of the 
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stresses acting on these discontinuities as the plastic-rigid transition 

8.13 
zone approaches zero thickness £eejequatihn.(6-E), Appendix E. 

Continuous velocity fields can also he associated with certain 

special discontinuous stress fields as is the case for CK. — XL 
'Z 

In this case, the velocity in the plastic region describes rigid body 

motion according to that prescribed for the punch in addition to the 

requirement of non-negative dilatation as described by equation (9-D), 

Appendix D. Such a velocity field for cases of X- and CK> E 

will yield an upper bound that is larger than the value given by 

equation (ll-6)j therefore',o(II-6) is the exact solution for (?(^ I 

since it can be extended into the rigid region, (see Figure 5-E). 

Simplified Problem 

A simple example of a kinematically admissible velocity field is 

shown in Figure 8-B, where the plastic zone under the punch represents 

the limiting case of a continuous stress distribution as illustrated 

in Figure 8-A (see Appendix D). The first slip direction shown in 

Figure 8-B is a velocity discontinuity that satisfies the requirements 

for a kinematically admissible velocity field for a material undergoing 

plane slip (see Appendix E). The general expression for the upper 

bound load given by (ill-l) reduces to the simple case of dissipation 

on the slip surface O’A and is given by: 

Fv ^ = c§J S ■ (xxi-2) 
The corresponding velocity diagram, assuming unit velocity of the 

punch downward and the resultant velocity of slide V inclined to the 

slip surface by the angle of internal friction ^ , is shown in 



(A) STRESS FIELD 

(B)VELOCITY FIELD 

CONTINUOUS STRESS AND VELOCITY FIELDS 

FIG.' 8 
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Figure 8-B. The upper bound load for this example is then given as: 

Fy = C V COS Cf> S = CW COS Cf> SEC
2
^4. Cty^ (III-3) 

and this relation can be reduced to 

Fu = W( 
2 C COS

 foN - u V sm CD* (III-4) 

This value is equal to the lower bound load which results from 0(- 

in equation (II-6). Therefore, this simple example illustrates the 

l4 
usually unattainable complete solution as described by Bishop, 

where the upper and lower bounds coincide and the critical load is 

exact. 

Free Surface Geometry and Indexing Effects 

A more general illustration of a kinematically admissible velocity 

field is shown in Figure 9* This field is based on the continuous 

15 
stress field described by Prandtl. In terms of the general problem 

illustrated in Figure 9> where0£o(H > Prandtl’s solution yields an 
2 2(%-o<)Xm Cj) -v 

upper bound of 
FJ = cw CoT dp [ ItSlKLC^e -1 (HI-5) 

The boundary of this velocity field for <?(=: o is shown in Figure 10-A 

as O'GEM. 

The method employed in this analysis consists of extending Prandtl‘s 

solution to obtain solutions for problems with an index distance X > ^ 

and varying free surface inclination oC.1 . The method is based on the 

upper bound theorem as given in equation (ill-l). In Figure 10-A, 

equation (III-5) gives the same result for £>(= as that obtained from 

the power of dissipation on the slip surface O'GG' given by equation 

(III-4). This being established for the index distance X — ^ > 

the next step is to extend the solution for values of I > W . 
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The velocity of simple slip on the surface 0‘GG' (see Figure 10-A), 

if extended over some slip distance = (see Appendix E), can "be 

calculated to yield a value of Fy equivalent to that obtained fpr 

0(-=Oin equation (III-5 )• Continuing this procedure for increments of 

oC , slip path extensions such as for the slip path O'GE’M' 

establishes a locus of points of equal power of dissipation represented 

by MM"P. Therefore, the distance JQ for Q < ^ U (see Figure 10-B), 
2 

is the critical index distance such that the material is not weakened by 

the variation of the free surface prescribed by X r and ^ < U . The 
c Z 

slip paths OGG"M and OGG"M" are equally possible since both are 

associated with the same value of power of dissipation. 

By laying out additional contours such as M'P' for increments of 

the distance G'P between the values established by 0(~ and O , 

the region of influence can be analyzed for various values of X P. (X/ • 

Figures 11-A,;'H-B, .and 11-C are established by this procedure for 

materials with angles of internal friction of 0°, 20°, and 30°, and will 

be referred to as general, dissipation plots. The plot of the upper 

bound load versus I and Q\ are taken from these working curves and 

shown in Figures 12-A, 12-B, and 12-C. For instance, an arbitrary 

surface as shown in Figure 10-B with indefinite 1 and represented 

by the irregular line "C," touches a minimum dissipation contour M'P' 

and thereby establishes an upper bound load and possible slip path. In 

the event that this crater intersects the same minimum dissipation 

contour that could be reached by different possible slip paths, as 

indicated in Figure 10-B, there is no unique answer for the unit volume 

of material affected. However, a maximum potential volume removal can 

be postulated. 
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In order to evaluate indexing forQ^IT straight slip paths as a 

function of and I must he considered since some of these combinations 

fall outside the zone of influence defined by Figures 11-A, 11-B, and 11-C. 

These straight slip paths provide an upper bound (see Appendix F) 

that is based on a minimum dissipation concept and is given by: 

FVJ = 
(~°ct> 

Z Si '-<$>) 
(III-6) 

This expression provides the minimum upper bound values for angles 

0(!> H and index distances 1> )tL and is used in conjunction with 
Z 2 

the values found from the general dissipation plot to complete Figures 

12-A, 12-B, and 12-C. / 

Other possible slip paths can also be considered. For instance, 

in Figure 10-B a complete log spiral through O'M" or O'G* for the 

special case of X = 90°> can be found that will give a lower upper 

bound than (III-6); however, such a slip path is associated with 

velocity boundary conditions which allow the punch to rotate instead of 

moving straight down. This type of velocity boundary condition violates 

the one assumed for this discussion. 
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IV. SAND MODEL EXPERIMENTS 

It is of interest to examine the failure paths in a moist, 

compacted sand medium. Such qualitative evidence provides a comparison 

with the theoretical failure paths obtained from the velocity 

discontinuities associated with the upper bound loads of Part II. 

Fine-grain silica, after adding a small amount of water, provides 

a Coulomb material with cohesive properties. This cohesiveness allows 

stable slopes to be cut up to 90° for various index distances. The 

o 
angle of internal friction for this sand is approximately 30 as can be 

determined from dry sand repose angle measurements. Figures !3-A, 13-B, 

13-C, and 13-D show photographs of typical flat punch loadings of this 

material for various index distances and free surface inclinations. 

Grid lines were cut in the model by forcing a wire into the sand at the 

glass retainer-sand interface. These grid lines smear as the effected 

zone slips due to the vertical punch loading. 

Special care was taken to prevent any rotation of the punch. Also, 

the first discernable pattern of slip established by smearing of the 

grid lines was chosen since this corresponded to a minimal change 

of surface geometry. 

Figures l4-A, l4-B, l4-C, and 14-D correspond to the photographs 

of Figures 13-A, 13-B, 13-C, and 13-D and illustrate the comparison of 

the actual slip paths with those obtainable from an overlay of the 

photograph on the general plot for the power of dissipation for 

= 30° (Figure 11-C). 
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A certain area of the material must be assumed essentially stress 

free so that the theoretical slip paths can be sketched, ibis assumption 

allows the stress boundary conditions to be satisfied on all the 

boundaries as explained in Appendix D. Also, the necessary extension of 

the plane slip distance to Prandtl's solution as discussed in 

Appendix E can be seen. 

From the photograph overlay of the general plot for the power of 

dissipation for (j) = 30° (Figure U-C), the following upper bound 

values are obtained for the theoretical and actual slip paths. 

The lower bound values obtained from the results of the lower bound 

analysis, (Figure 6-C), for the same values of T and <X/ are 

indicated in parentheses. 

Figure l4-A Figure 14-B 

Actual Fu/cWL = 5*9 Actual Fu/cWL = 8.1 
Path Path 

.. Fu/cWL = 8.0 Theoretical Fu/cWL *» 5.9 Theoretical 
Path 

(FL/cWL = 4.6) 
Path 

(FL/cWL = 6.2) 

Figure l4-C Figure 14-D 

Actual Fu/cWL =13.1 Actual Fu/cWL = 21 
Path Path 

Theoretical Fu/cWL = 12.9 Theoretical Fu/cWL = 20 
Path 

(FL/cWL = 9.2) 
Path 

(FL/cWL = 12.4) 

It should be emphasized that these results are qualitative since 

no actual load measurements were made. However, the point of interest 

is that an actual slip path is associated with a power of dissipation 

value that shows close agreement with the theoretical or calculated 

r 
value that can be found from Figure 11-C for a particular X and 0( * 

The explanation for the geometrical variance in the actual and theoretical 

paths is found in the discussion of Figure 10. 
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Plastic limit analysis has been used as a basis for obtaining 

upper and lower bounds for the critical load required to cause failure 

of a Coulomb material in plane strain. The results have been compared 

throughout the theoretical analysis with that of a Tresca material 

9 
previously investigated by Cheatham. 

The technique employed in the analysis is semi-graphical in nature 

since it is derived by inverse methods resulting in the working diagrams 

of Figures 5-C and 11-A, 11-B, and 11-C. Biis procedure has allowed 

in addition to the evaluation of the basic problem of Figure 1, a 

means for evaluating non-idealized free surface configurations as 

indicated in Figures 5-D and 10-B. 

This analysis has also demonstrated the possibility of predicting 

failure paths in the material based on a minimum power of dissipation 

concept. This could be of importance in predicting volume removal 

that might be associated with a particular critical loading, indexing 

distance, and free surface geometry. 

The main conclusions to be drawn from this analysis can be listed 

as follows: 

(l) A semi-graphical extension, based on the theory of plastic 

5,15,20 
limit analysis, of basic analytical solutions provides a 

technique for analyzing the critical loadings of a Coulomb material 

having arbitrary free surface configuration and loaded by a flat 

punch at incremental distances from such existing free surfaces. 
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(2) The maximum volume of material affected by the critical load 

can be postulated on the basis of the theoretical slip paths associated 

with the minimum power of dissipation or upper bound load. 

(3) In a relative manner this technique can be applied to specific 

problems involving pressure-sensitive materials where critical loads 

1,3,19 
and resulting volume removal are of vital interest. 
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APPENDIX A 

SEMI-GRAPHICAL DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED LOCATION 

OF A LINE OF STRESS DISCONTINUITY SEPARATING 
TWO CONSTANT STATE STRESS FIELDS 

Making use of the relationship of the poles of the Mohr's circle, as 

17 
discussed by Prager, the location of a stress discontinuity separating 

two constant state stress fields can be found through a semi-graphical 

approach. In Figure A-l, the physical plane of a loaded semi-infinite 

plane with some angle of free surface inclination , is shown 

separated into two constant state stress fields of different magnitude 

(a) and (b). Some line of stress discontinuity OA can be considered 

to separate these fields, since clearly the stress under the load is at 

some higher state (b) than that under the free surface (a). Noting 

that this line must make some angle ^ (to be determined) with the 

free surface in the physical plane, Figure A-l, and has the same 

orientation in the stress plane, Figure A-2, the determination of 

Vtl can be accomplished for any angle of free surface inclination 'X* 

Discontinuities in stress fields are useful in evaluating a statically 

admissible state of stress distribution in a material, since such a 

static state of stress is the basis of the conditions for the determina¬ 

tion of lower bound solutions for critical loads as treated in the 

theory of plastic limit analysis. 
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Note the following: 

(1) Some line of stress discontinuity OA in the physical plane, 

Figure A-l, makes some angle with the free surface. 

(2) The direction CX^ of the maximum principal stress CJ^Q, in 

zone (a) of the physical plane, Figure A-l, is the same in 

the stress plane, Figure A-2. 

(3) The physical plane on which (J\ acts corresponds to the 

dashed line OD in Figure A-2. 

(4) The point 0 is called the pole of the Mohr's circle representing 

the stress state in zone (a), since the state of stress for 

any surface represented by a line drawn through this point 

is described by the point where the line cuts the Mohr's 

circle. 

(5) To satisfy equilibrium across OA in the physical plane, 

Figure A-l, it is clearly necessary that 

(i) 

(ii) 

The above basic points being established, it is seen by (4), 

considering OA a surface, that the point M in the stress plane, 

Figure A-2, describes the state of stress mus^> 

by (5), be equal to CZj b ? %x b • 

Working from the point M in Figure A-2 or A-3, it is seen by 

trignometric relations that by condition (5i) 

o\N\'),a. — 'Jh± I SlM ^ b ~ -^-A 
DM 3 AVA 

Eliminating from these relations yields an expression free of 

‘bm'yafon) = S\M X(AM) * (i-A) stress terms or 
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Also, from Figure A-2 or A-3 and conditions (5ii) it is seen that 

UM- " AM® ZR^ C. (2-A) 

Eliminating AM and DM from (l-A) and (2-A), the relationship between 

the radii of the two Mohr’s circles (a) and (b) necessary for the 

stress discontinuity requirement as stated by condition (5) is: 

Ra.C(-<$> X- -• Cok ^b S\M^ e (3“A) 

The yield condition must also be satisfied to solve for R^ in terms 

of Rex • Since R-u is known for the free boundary, it is seen from 

Figure A-2 that R(\.+ Rr where: 

PC=CT^\K\(J) (^-A) 

The distance C T between the centers of the two circles is found by 

CT = (RoL+Rb') — (DU + AU) . (5-A) 
From Figure A-3 and by equation (2-A) it is seen that 

DU = DM eosXt 2 RCL CO^ if CL 

A0 = AM COS >b =. Z Rb COS* >j3 * 
Substituting these values for DU and AU into (5-A) the center distance 

requirement is then 

CT ~ --'LRCLC-CS*" (6-A) 

Now substituting this center distance requirement (5-A) into (4-A) 

PC = Rc\,^l“ 2.00S () — 2.C&S ^W)^j SlKi dj) 4 

The expression for then becomes 

Rb=Rcx+ Ra(l-2.cos'^)4-Rb(l-ZGosl'}/b) SiU(J) 

Further arrangement yields 

o. -P, [1 - cos Asm 41] 
[l +CoSZ>b SlK|<$>] 

(7-A) 
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At this point the influence of the stress discontinuity angle as well as 

that of the internal friction angle on the stress state in zone (b) 

can be recognized. 

Now if (7-A) is substituted into (3-A), the requirement for the 

relationship of the free surface inclination, the stress discontinuity 

angle, and the angle of internal friction can be obtained independently 

for any particular stress state, therefore 

[i + cosz7b Stu (|)J 

°r; p -1 
A _ Rb 

Further simplification is now accomplished by the relationship 

(refer to Figure A-l) 

If b+Yo- » (3a = (t^- C<) (9-A) 

Substituting ^ (^-A), it is seen that 

SIN 4, 5>is) Co S (z. po~ + CCS- zX^= 
SitO & / v \ 

loliO KZ (S0 - l-da*) p 

‘c.\ iO (\> 
By the trignometric identity 

'b.ivj(ct-i-V'j, ft Cos,b -I Cc^ $»io b $ 

the above expression reduces to 

b>\to 2 Q^IVJ (p - — S\W\ 7-^CL 

which is further reduced by the trignometric identity 

S \ O a. ?,io b ~ ■2.S\o-h (cL- lo)« Cog4^ (Cl~\ 3) 

to the useful relation SuO ^O
r
0\>0 c|) —. (^0—^0/4*(10-A) 



Restricting J( to a positive angle \y ^f{ '■> () it is seen that 

t\\ (. "ilwl ) Kl X SIM ' Substituting this expression into 

(10-A) yields L. ~ ARC 5hk) (A\K^ 0( Slk) and, the sought 

relationship, since (3— is 

(11-A) Ya - -^-+ ARC. QU (WJOC >AR\ Y) j ^ 

For a material obeying Tresca's yield condition with (j) -0, the angle 
of discontinuity is always • 
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APPENDIX B 

DISCONTINUOUS SOLUTION DERIVED PROM THE GENERALIZED LOCATION OF 
A LINE OF STRESS DISCONTINUITY 

The maximum stress associated with the loading described in 

Figure A-l and A-2 of Appendix A is found by means of applying the 

relations developed in Appendix A. 

In Figure A-2, &\\.j is the maximum stress developed under the 

load with plastic yielding assumed on the free, unloaded surface. 

By inspection, this stress is 

-•••• R6V i Rb -i- R'V (l-B) 

and by equation (6-A) of Appendix A, is expressed as 

CTib K^.-\*Rb +R.c-» - 7 P.f, Cos* 6 b 

7-tf, 

Now by equation (7-A) of Appendix A, the above relation becomes 



5b 

By the use of equation (8-A) of Appendix A, the expression for 0\^ 

is 

C7T b - 2V<eo.W ^ 4- 

(SwJ"^) -I C->>^ ~ffk) 

= 2 + %u?~Xg..‘aiu((^,-'&.) I, 
1 j 

^>uo (3-B) 

and simplifies to 

Now in terms of o( and C|i alone, hy equation (ll-A) and (9-A) of 

Appendix A 

£)~( 2 ft ( '-Iv )\ \ - ^ |&< t Ap-i^ho SivKp)]| S'tofr-c^ 

which reduces to 

c os |TT- D(- |^.1- Ati. ijiO (^luot, i\ Kl^J 

CJTb = 2 RCLano( Ccs ABC V-M(SI>*;SIH 0>)3 (k-B) 

SlNJ ARC ^IKi (f 
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APPENDIX C 

DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED 
COORDINATES FOR THE TRAPEZOID LOCUS 

OF FIGURE 5-C 

It is desired to find the distance OE of the inscribed trapezoid 

in Figure 5-A in terms of (X and Cj5 or the functional relationship 

OF. - fc {(A, $) . 

From Figure 5-A 

j ~ ^\Ni 

U Of\ 
* 

Equating like terms and eliminating OA 

and Q(\ ^ r 

Ic I S'Vi § 
W 5 SiMV where (1-C) 

£ - - TT -XL) sinee\~ §> (see Figure 5-B). 

To further reduce this expression to values of © and c*(_ above 

k ~ ~TT-^ since V — ^Vb) 

r TT - “ (I + ^ by (9-A), Appendix A. 
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Also: ^^ -XycTT (y, , 7f,) 

= ^~^/t ~ v. [p(i- A^CSIVJ (^vj c< Sl*-> <$)| 

- 4. <K- ARC ‘s.tu (^10 ^ ^iu 
L «. i 

Then: _ 

($+W)-[T£ H- A^c <^wo (S|vo Qt\ S\SJ 

•4* -ARA Sno(S}\to 0< SIKJ dj))^ — o< 

(cT^ “ **) ~ "% - "4 l_f^ ~ Siu 0s °K 

Therefore, totally in terms of c?^ and , 

(c   | Co^» j^Av?.C Slsj dj)'^ 

"v '” 1 W7r • -1 
■ [K- ^RC SI id ( 

(2-C) 

SlkJt* S>IKJ 

A dimensionless plot of this distance is given in Figure C as a 

function of C*( £. Q for values of C/\ U and (§) =0°, 20°, and 30° • 
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APPENDIX D 

RELATIONSHIP OF POLES OF A 
MOHR CIRCLE TO SLIP DIRECTIONS OR FAILURE LINES 

ASSOCIATED WITH CONTINUOUS STRESS AND VELOCITY FIELDS 

The relationship of the poles of a Mohr circle with respect to 

the slip directions or failure lines in a material is similar to the 

relationship that was shown in Appendix A for lines of stress 

discontinuity. As can be seen in Figure D-l, a continuous transition 

15 
exists between the two constant state stress zones (a) and (b), so 

that the line of stress discontinuity OA shown in dashed lines is 

hypothetical. This continuous transition is illustrated by the smooth 

curve joining the first failure lines of zone (b) and zone (a). 

In Figure D-2, the lines drawn through the pole of the Mohr 

circle and the tangent points of the envelope and the Mohr circle, 

represent failure lines in the physical plane Figure D-l. This useful 

fact comes about due to a geometric property of a circle that guarantees 

that a central angle between two radii is twice the diametral angle 

associated with the arc of this central angle. 

As previously discussed in Appendix A, lines representing surfaces 

through a material in the physical plane, which are drawn through the 

pole of the Mohr circle in the stress plane cut the circle at the stress 

state applicable to that surface in the physical plane. In this case 
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the lines identify the failure state ^ prescribed by the Coulomb- 

Mohr failure criterion, and are therefore called failure lines or slip 

directions. 

Closer inspection of Figures D-l and D-2 reveal that there are 

two lines of failure possible. Arbitrarily the first failure line is 

usually considered that line measured counterclockwise from the line 

of direction of the maximum principal stress C7j” in the physical plane. 

The counterclockwise angle from the line of direction of the 

maximum principal stress Cin Figure D-2 to the first failure line 

is identified in the physical plane as A , which can be seen to 

represent in the stress plane of the Mohr circle a central angle of 

2A=%-cp- 
The angle between the line of direction of the maximum principal 

stress and the first failure line is then ^ r ^ in the 

physical plane. 

Now knowing the principal stress directions on the boundaries of 

zone (a) and zone (b), the network of failure lines which satisfy 

these boundary conditions can be drawn in the constant state stress 

zones (a) and (b) of the physical plane Figure D-l. 

These first and second failure lines must then always intersect 

at an angle of in order that the correct principal stress 

direction for a continuous stress distribution can be maintained. 

Therefore, the network of failure lines can be laid out in the transition 

zone by maintaining the constant angle of intersection z/i • 

Since the second failure lines in the transition zone are made up of 

straight radial lines extending from 0, the first failure lines 

must be curved so that they maintain the constant angle ZyCC with 
these straight radial lines which increase in length as they progress 
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from zone (b) to (a). The equation of such a curve whose tangent makes 

a constant angle with its changing radii is the logarithmic spiral 

0) 
( \ r where i V\ is the tangent of the angle between the 

tangent line of the arc and the normal to the generating radii, or in 

this instance 17\k\ . 

The original statement concerning the suggested continuity of the 

stress state between two constant state stress zones has now been 

clarified. It can be seen that the intersection of the first and 

second failure lines is a continuous curve from the stress zone (b) 

to the lesser stress zone (a) in Figure D-l. It can also be seen in 

Figure D-2 that this intersection is the pole of the Mohr circlej 

therefore, the curved trajectory of the pole of the Mohr circle 

generated as the circle of radius R ^ moves toward the lesser circle 
of radius, , also represents the continuous curve that joins 

the first failure lines of the two stress zones as suggested at the 

beginning. The requirements are that the circle of radius R^ 

maintains contact with the upper envelope as it rolls toward the state 

described by circle of radius R,^ and at the same time shrinks in 

diameter until it becomes the diameter of the Mohr circle of state (a) 

and satisfies a necessary center distance requirement as discussed in 

Appendix A. These requirements simply assure that the yield condition, 

equilibrium equations, and boundary conditions are continuously satisfied, 

rather than piece-wise as in Appendix A. 

For convenience, the stress relationships from the Mohr circle, 

Figure D-2, can be referred to a positive counterclockwise angle 

that the first failure line of any zone makes with the positive 

5 
axis. Wo further comments need be made in regard to the second failure 
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line other than the fact that it makes an acute angle or an 

obtuse angle 7f-BJ4 with the first failure direction. The maximum 

principal stress direction bisects the acute angle 2//l and the 

minimum principal stress direction bisects the obtuse angle 7T- 2Ji/L, 

The most often referred to angle in the upper bound analysis is 

that angle which the first slip direction makes with the minimum 

principal stress direction for it is this angle K = ^^bat 

identifies the direction of the velocity discontinuity which is 

allowable along a first slip direction. 

Continuous Stress Fields Described by the Failure Lines 

From Figure D-2 the usual Mohr's circle stress relations can be 

expressed in terms of the changing angle l©i of the first failure line. 

±<S^L^zie+. 

15^ = crf- ^ cos ( 2. <01 -l- c|)") 
2m 

More generally these relations can be written 

(1-D) 

Ojlzz VT+01 + <3T-02 siKj (Z0 -2 
) 2 2 

Cos (ze ->• <p- ZLO) 
c M 

where CO is the angle between any surface inclined to the 

(2-D) 

^ axis. The tangent point of the Mohr circle and the envelope is a 

special case where 60 and the <Xr) stress state that is 

associated with plastic yielding is identified. 

Introducing an expression relating to the center of the respective 

Mohr circles, called the mean compressive stress <—'ri 
*2. 
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it is also seen from Figure D-2 that for a material with Q ,, 

cr ,,, o c_or cb (3-D) 

'Z 

In like manner, an expression for the radius of the respective 

Mohr circles OT~ can be given also in terms of the mean stress as 
2~~ 

cr; - <71 __ ^ c (4-D) 

Introducting these expressions into (l-D) and (2-D) it is seen that 

<3* Cj) S\K1 (z.,K5H 4- -y c CoT cl'-' 
(5-D) 

I ^ “ df ^ I cjp C. O f:c (^2. 4^~>l -h * 
Substitution of these expressions into the equilibrium equations 

s O results, after some arrangement, in a set of simplified 

equilibrium equations related to the failure lines as first obtained 

18 
by Kotter and are given as 

^2 £c5"T (£> j/viCf*-t-I-©-! = constant along first failure line. 

jr^ £oT I©! = constant along second failure line, 
(6-D) 

Continuous Velocity Fields Derivable From Continuous Stress Fields 

The concept of the kinematically admissible velocity field deals 

with strain rates derivable from the stress relationships of the 

statically determinant, continuous, plane strain problem previously 

discussed. 

The flow rule, based on the concept of plastic potential, reviewed 

17 
by Prager, establishes a means for converting the statically 

determinant stress field with stress boundary conditions to the 

kinematic problem with prescribed velocity boundary conditions. 
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are 

From the generalized theory of plastic potential the strain rates 

given by O(c7.y) 

The yield condition as written in Part I is 

-f(cT('j) +■ <fx +C7H C Cosfy-O, 

Applying the above relation to the yield condition the strain rates are 

given by 

* 

■^r 

2 

2 

4 ^>IN $ 

(<Jx--0'i,)4  + SitJ $ (7-D) 

• -~>k| ^TX, 

In terms of equation (4-D) and (5-D)> the strain rates are given as 

<• 

**6, 
^Wj ^"2L l*£3l +• •+ Cp 

|-^\u('zO -v <t>) *+■ 

Is C(, Z. ( Z, I3> *1' Cp) 
The dilatation of the strain rates is then given as 

(8-D) 

£.* +■ ^ + (9-D) 

This condition for plane strain demonstrates that an increase in volume 
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must accompany plastic deformation. It is also seen that along the 

failure lines 1 and 2 

sim 
(10-D) 

SlsiCf) 

Therefore, the rate of extension of the slip lines is zero and this 

fact guarantees continuity of the material undergoing deformation. 
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APPENDIX E 

ENERGY DISSIPATED IN A MATERIAL 
UNDERGOING PLANE SLIP 

The "basic statement of the upper "bound theorem of plastic limit 

analysis can be given as follows: A material is at or beyond a state 

of imminent collapse if the rate of external work produced "by the 

bpundary loads, over some arbitrary time increment, on the material 

equals or exceeds the energy dissipated in the material due to 

deformations and velocity discontinuities "based on a kinematically 

admissible velocity field in the material. 

2 cIcosiTrdft (v* -v^sl 
^ r" 

s " ' J (1-E) 

- 
+ 

That part of (l-E) that is associated with velocity discontinuities 

or "plane slip" in a material comes from the expression 

This expression is equivalent to that part of the dissipation associated 

with the stresses and the relative velocities associated with the 

8,13 
failure plane. 

More basically this can be written 

1^ = ^ ” °Ti •+ 2 <TTl. 



VELOCITY DISCONTINUITY 

FOR PLANE SLIP 

FIG E l 
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If plane strain is assumed or ^ ^ = £ 15 - 1*, ~ O . This 

expression can be written in more specific engineering nomenclature as 

■= <3* & K + ' (2-E) 

Working now with a simple example involving a single velocity 

discontinuity (Figure E-l) in a Coulomb type material, it is seen that 

the velocity along the second failure lines must be zero due to the 

rigid zone below the discontinuity. Therefore, the projection of the 

■rfi* 

velocity vector Y and the 2nd failure line must be zero. This 

requires that the velocity vector be inclined at the angle <J) 

with the 1st failure line. This fact requires a volume expansion in 

the "y" direction, or some finite width of velocity discontinuity if 

continuity of the strain rates is to be maintained (see Appendix D). 

It is observed that if VT, is associated with a rigid portion of 

the material and N/m Is associated with the plastic portion of the 
' 2 

material, then the velocity perpendicular to the plane of slip is 

Thus due to the angle of internal friction ^ 

and (2-E) reduces to 

(3-E) 

According to Coulomb's law, the shear stress on a plane with the 

normal 41 (in this case, the "y" direction) is related to the normal 

stress on the plane such that 

\%\ = c - TAM <Sp = c Tm § . 

where compression is taken as negative. 

Thus from (3-E) and (4-E) 

(5-E) 



VELOCITY FIELD ASSOCIATED WITH PRANDTL'S 

STRESS FIELD EXTENDED OVER PLANE 

SLIP DISTANCE AS 

FIG. E-2 
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Since the line of velocity discontinuity must he inextensihle, 

C (the first failure line is in the "x" direction to simplify 

discussion), and such that 

^ V - d'y dp — ^ v.j 

Therefore, (5-E) can he written as 

Ci) 1' Cjr c*j ^ TAW - c (6-E) 

In Figure (E-2), the upper hound load as given hy Prandtl’s solution 

for 1. - and cK < tl is increased due to the additional slip 

distance ^ S resulting from an index distance 1 > hy the amount 

(7-E) 
where f . (^-*)T*Ut> 

^ rr \Jo COS $ e 2 ' 

Therefore, the total upper hound load, including the extension of 

a plane slip surface, is 

Fu = CW OoT dp ) ' ^ 

2(%-o<)T/\MC|) 

V* e 

-l] + 

(^-^TAW Cl) 
(8-E) 
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APPENDIX F 

STRAIGHT SLIP PATHS OF MINIMUM DISSIPATION 

The general problem as shown in Figure F-l can be examined on the 

basis of a straight slip path K. to obtain a dissipation expression 

that can then be minimized with respect to . 

Due to the angle of internal friction of a Coulomb material, the 

velocity diagram must be drawn as shown in Figure F-2 so that the 

velocity vector is inclined at angle (J) to the slip surface. 

If this is done, the velocity is ^ GSC^\(- Cjj) and its 

projection on the surface of slip is 

cf(j
/ r= \7 COS C|> = 4> CSC (l< - ' 

In Figure F-l the alternate straight line slip path 5pcv can be 

related to the angle by the expression 

S . „ . 
Pa' SlM(<*'- K') 

Therefore, the dissipation of energy from plane slip for Figure F-l, 

assuming unit velocity of the punch, gives an upper bound value of 

Fy = C (i +VJ/1'j Cos + ■SUJ K1 esc (K - 

SIN (*'- K') 

based on the expression of dissipation along a velocity discontinuity as 

given by equation 6-E (Appendix E). Minimizing the expression for Kf 



COMPARISON OF PLANE SUP PATH 
AND LOG SPIRAL SLIP PATH 

VELOCITY DIAGRAM FOR 

PLANE SLIP PATH 

(2) 

SLIP PATHS AND VELOCITY DIAGRAM 

FIG. F 
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it is found that a value of |<( results in the minimum 

dissipation that can he obtained by the straight slip path SpC«_ > 

so that the minimum upper bound load by plane slip for the general 

problem of Figure F-l can be expressed directly in terms of cK' 

as follows 

Fu = C(l-V COS 4> SIMCK1 _ (1.P) 

The results of this relation provide a lower, upper bound load than the 

general dissipation plot for values of (X > IE and X > 
"2. 

The above relation augments the use of the general dissipation 

plot Figures 11-A, 11-B, and 11-C under the above condition to provide 

the minimum upper bound values shown in Figures 12-A, 12-B, and 12-C. 

It is seen that equation (l-F) reduces to 

Kl - wiC^CCos^ for Q;' - jT . X = VS^ 
( \- SwjCti) 2. J 2. 

which is the same as previously seen in equation (III-4). 


